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Machines in RCA's Lancaster Tube Plant are designed for mass production
of Kinescopes-television picture tubes-at lowest possible cost.

Continue your education
with pay-at RCA

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor-one of the world's foremost manu-
facturers of radio and electronic products
-offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for ad-
vancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio re-
ceivers (including broadcast, short wave
and FM circuits, television, and phono-
graph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.
• Development and design of new re-
cording and reproducing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write today to National Recruiting Divi-
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.

Behind '"emllgie' 0/' ,ii Television Tube

Every morning, 14 tons of glass "bulbs' Water, twice-distilled, is used to float
go down to the production lines at the the fluorescent material into place on the
RCA Tube Plant in Lancaster, Pa, face of the tube, where it clings by molec-

By evening, the bulbs are television picture ular attraction-as an absolutely uniform
tubes, their luminescent faces ready to glow and perfect coating.
-in television homes everywhere-with news, Every phase of manufacture conforms to
sports, entertainment, education, and major scientific specifications established by RCA
political events. Laboratories. Result: Television tubes of

Born of glass, metals, and chemicals, highest perfection-assuring sharp, clear pic-
the picture tube comes to life through tures. ~n the ~creens of RCA Victor home
flame and intense heat. Its face is coated television receivers.
with fluorescent material-forming a
screen on which an electron gun "paints" When in Radio City, New York, be sure to
moving images. see the radio, television and electronic won-

Each step is so delicately handled that, ders at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th
although RCA craftsmen are working with Street. Free admission. Radio Corporation of
fragile glass, breakage is less than 1%. America, RCA Building, Radio City, N. Y.20 .

• RADIO ~ORPORATION 0'AMERICA



YOU CAN BE SURE ••IF ITS~stinghouse

YOUR7~
QUE_

"Where shall I begin my career in industry to attain
the highest degree of success?"

Probably this question has been running through your
mind in recent months.

To help you answer it-and bridge the gap between
yqur college training and a successful career in industry
~ Westinghouse offers the Graduate Student Training
Course. This program, in operation for over fifty years,
has provided practical training for over 15,000 cngi-
neering graduates. Its objectives are:

1. To show how your college training can best be
applied to industry.

2. To help you find the type of work you like best
and for which you are best fitted; the right man
in the right job is of permanent benefit both to
you and to us.

3. To give you an understanding of Westinghouse
-its products, operations and many avenues of
opportunity.

These objectives are realized through basic training in
industrial methods and organization, plus actual job as-
signments to prepare the way for future responsibilities.
Proof of the practical value of this course lies in the fact
that the majority of key positions in Westinghouse are
occupied by graduates of this course. G-I0024

-
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Investigate the opportunities open to you at
Westinghouse-begin planning your future
today. Send for your free copy of the booklet,
"Finding Your Place in Industry".

To obtain copy of Finding lTour Place in Industry, consult
Placement Officer of your university, or mail this coupon to:

The District Educational Coordinator 'f •
W-estinghouse Electric Corporation : l

306 Fourth Avenue, P. O. Box 1017
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania

Name.

College .Course,

Address.

City_ _State_ _C-T
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AUTHOR
The Associate Editor is also the
writer of "Silicones, Chemical
Prodigy."

A'LEX BATSCRA, Ch. E. '50, is
a veteran of three years on

the COOPERATIVEENGINEERstaff. His
numerous activities on campus in-
clude: Alpha Chi Sigma, men's
chemical honorary fraternity; Phi
Eta Sigma, freshmen scholastic hon-
orary fraternity; A. I. Ch. E.; A. I.
S.; o. S. P. E.; Glee Club; and Arts
Board. He spent the war as an in-
voluntary guest of the Japanese,
working in their war industries in
China and Japan. Alex was captured
by the Japanese while working on
Wake Island at the beginning of the
war.

THE NEW LOOK'

Today everyone is conscious of the
tremendous strides that have been,
and are being made in the fields of
engineering, archi tecture, and cre-
ative design. To keep pace with these
scientific achievements, the theme of
this year's covers will be "Progress."
All of the cover designs will depict
visually and symbolically, "the old vs.
the new."

The cover of this issue is a deco-
ra tive design in the field of trans-
portation, namely locomotives. The
large silhouette of the "old iron
horse" is actually a composite of en-
gines used at the turn of the century.
The smaller modern locomotive is an
electric diesel, which is now in use on .
some of our principal railroads.

The title too has been designed
with this idea in mind. The word
"Cooperative" is a modern adapta-
tion of typography used in the gas-
light era. "Engineer" is designed
using modern decorative letters, thus
carrying through the idea of Progress.

These covers are designed by the
new art editor, Robert D. Wolf. Bob
is a senior in the College of Applied
Arts, majoring in Industrial Design.
He is a veteran of both the European
and Pacific Theatres of Operation.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

The World's
Largest Grinder

• •• built
by Norton

HERE YOU SEE the world's largest grinder receiving its final

runoff test on one of the assembly floors of the Norton Machine

Division. It handles huge cylindrical work as long as 68 feet

and up to 36" diameter-and grinds such work to tolerances

measured in fractions of a thousandth of an inch-approximate-

ly a tenth the thickness of this page.

The other extreme in the Norton line of cylindrical grinders is

the tiny 4" Type C. There are also Norton machines for sur-

face grinding, tool room grinding, and such special work as

automotive crankshafts and camshafts. And for producing still

greater dimensional accuracy and higher surface finish, there's

a line of Norton Lapping Machines-for both flat and cylin-

drical work.

Every Norton machine is expertly designed, expertly built and

is expertly serviced by a highly trained field organization.

NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASS.
(Behr-Mannlng, Troy, N. Y. is a Norton Division}

N', O-K- TO·.N
A BRA SI V E S - G R I N DIN G W H EEL. S - G R I N DIN G AND LAP. PIN G MAC· H I N ES'·
REFRACTORIES - POROUS MEDIUMS :..:->NON-SLIP FLOORS - NORBIDEPRODUCTS
LABEliNG MACHINES (BEHR-MANNING DIVISION: COATED ABRASIVES AND'SHARPENINGSTONES)
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The Dow-developed Spectrometer with simplifiedAn example of D~e:dia~~:~:~~hures.
This electronic and optical device, called the Direct-reading Spectrometer, is a Dow-developed
instrument which-using photoelectric tubes-measures the relative amounts of different metallic
constituents in a complex alloy.
A tribute toman's intelligence and industry, the Spectrometer was devised to obtain closer control
and more accurate analysis of the magnesium alloys used with such spectacular success in World
War II. For the past three years it has been. used in the magnesium alloying plant to make many
thousands of measurements and recordings of the exact concentration of the several metals in an alloy.
An outstanding feature of the Spectrometer is its speed of operation. For instance, only thirty seconds
will have elapsed from the time two magnesium samples are locked into clamps and a spark passed
between them to start the operation, before an analysis can be determined from direct-reading,
rotating dials.
The entire operation is automatic and takes _less than 10% of the time required by the Spectro-
graphic method of analysis, which in turn is many times faster than conventional chemical methods
of analysis. This enormous saving of time enables a much closer and more nearly constant control
over melting, alloying and castingof magnesium.
This method eliminates the necessity for photographic and
developing equipment used in Spectrographic analysis, as well
as the .opportunity for photographic error possible in-the latter
method.
Here is another example of Dow research applied to production"
methods. Such research is typical of all divisions .of The Dow
Chemical Company . . . a company where intelligence and
industry .are held in high regard.

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY • MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
New York • Boston • Philadelphia • Washington • Cleveland • Detroit • Chicago • St. Louis

Houston • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Seattle
Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Canada

OCTOBER, 19~8 3\



'Chemists and Jngineers
Team-IJp 101 Progress

at PANDG

itPA:TTERNS in S9up set this Pattern_ in STE~EL•••

Here's an example of research, that led to theengi- it is necessary to control both the phase composition and
neeringdevelopment ofa new factory process. the chemical composition of the final product.

.The properties of a finished bar. of soap depend on the Research findings of this kind at Procter & Gamble
polymorphic form or forms .in which the soap molecules are translated into designs for large-scale factory proc-
have crystallized. l~'or instance, the comparisono~ the esses. The picture at the right shows a new type of factory,
x-ray diffraction powder diagrams to the .left illustrates process in which conditions are controlled to produce bars
that. one soap can be prepared in at least four different of soap of the desired crystalline form or' phase.

~olymo.rphic form~ or phases. Th~s~ different forlll~ va~y Design, development and construction of this me-
m physical properties suc~ as plasticity, rate of solution III chanical equipment called for close cooperation between
water; and ease of lathering. chemists and engineers-scientific teamwork that sets a

Thus, to make a bar of soap with desirable properties, pattern for progress.

PROCTER & GAMBLE
Cincinnati 17, Ohio

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER'4'
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To Engineering Students

"pATHS of Opportunity in U.S.
Steel" explains the opportuni-

ties for the college graduate with
United States Steel Corporation.

It describes the operations of the
five major divisions of the Corpo-
ration. Explains the training pro-
gram - shows how it provides a
sound foundation for future pro-
gress.

U. S. Steel's promotion policy is
explained. And interesting ex-
amples of the technical progress of
the various subsidiaries. are given.

Whether your field is mechani-
cal, electrical, metallurgical, civil,
chemical, industrial, mining, com-
bustion, welding, lubrication, in-
strument, safety or transportation
engineering, you will want to read
this interesting book about the op-
portunities offered you by United
States Steel.

You can secure a copy through
your Placement Officer.

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY· AMERICAN STEEl & WIRE COMPANY • CARNEGIE·ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION· COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY
H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES • GENEVA STEEL COMPANY· GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY
MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY· NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY· OIL WElL SUPPLY COMPANY· OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY
PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY • TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY
UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY· UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY

UNIVERSAL ATlAS CEMENT COMPANY· VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



SINCE this is the first issue of the chance to put into practice the things
COOPERATIVEENGINEERfor the new school learned at school and can learn from ex-
year, we wish to welcome all freshmen to perience just how much theory is applica-
the U niversi ty of Cincinnati. May you ble to actual .practice. (3) He associates
gain not only in technical knowledge but and learns to get along with other people;

. also in .a 'better understanding of, life This is an important item; because unless '
through your many associations and activi-a person can adapt himself to work in har-
ties. True" engineering is a "hodge-podge" many and' cooperation with different types
of figures and formulae; but, since all en- of people, his rise' to success will be
gineering is linked with human existence, hindered.
a knowledge of that human existence is By availing yourself of the opportunities
also needed. here at the Universityjs another wayto

The question might arise, "W-hy did you gain: a-wider experience. One of the possi-
choose the University of Cincinnati as the bilities is in the field of jour nat ism. Spend-
college to teach you engineering?" Of ing some of your time' working on a pub-
course.reach person will have his own rea- lication-such as the COOPERATIVEENGI-
sons. One may be that~this is an accredited NEER-will give you a broader knowledge
engineering college. Another, that indus- which will be beneficial to you after gradu-
try recognizes the graduate as capable and ation, We don't intend to imply that all
well qualified to handle. many jobs . .. members of the staff will be editors after
graduates who' with hard work will rise graduation; but this .extracurricular activ-
to the important and responsible positions itywill prove helpfulto them when' apply-
that we all strive to attain. ing for a job. Each student in theengi-

One other asset of undergraduatestudy neering collegeis welcome to work on the
at our University is the cooperative system magazine staff ... . all he need ,do is
of education. This plan was introduced to . to apply. at the office.
the nation by Dean Herman Schneider at The COOfERATIVEENGINEER'h4s ill aug-
the "University of Cincinnati in 1909. It. urated 4 new feature in the alumni column
marks the first effort of 'its kind to prepare this year. It is designed to give the under-
the student to make an easier transition to graduate some inkling of the type of job
the professional field after graduation. By available to the newly graduated engineer.
letting him work as an "apprentice"irian Included in the col umn are several
allied industry, .the student gets both sketches of graduates which give their
formal education and practical experi- activities while in school andthei~, first
ence, positions after graduation. We hope this

The advantages of such a plan are many. will be helpful to those of you who are
(1) It gives the student an opportunity wondering just what is awaiting you when
to see what the work of an engineer really you enter the professional world.
is. Too' many times graduates are disap- ,With hard work and the proper attitude,
pointed to find that the jobs offered to each person will get out of his college
them are not as appealing as they had career that for which he strives. We wish
imagined them to be! (2) Often he has' a each student the success he deserves!

R.L.

Frolllthe Editor's Desk-

OCTOBER, 1948 T-



Kurt A. \VohCCh.E. j 49 and Robett F, .Hausmari.Ch.E, r 50

This first part of ,a two part article History- the first scientific 'papers on the sub-
deals with the industry and de~el- The history of synthetic rubber ject were published. The unreliability

t 'f theti 'bb Th dates back some eighty years. of, natural rubber supplies and un-opmen 0 syn etic ru er.e '. , .' '. . . . . .", ..In 1860 Grenville r Williams an stable prIces were In part responsible
second part will' describe the utili- Englishman, broke down naturalrub- for stimulating the search for suitable
zation of synthetic and natural ber bydestructive distillation deriving substitutes.
rubbers. a liquid which had the same chem- Among !he early workers' in syn-

ical composition as rubber, C5Hs, and theticswere the ,chemists of Russia
was named isoprene. and Germany, both countries having

THE unfortunate aspect of nat- In 1879, 9: Bauchardat, a French- made a considerable amount of head-
urally occurring'resources is the man, suggested the important concept way 'before World War I. It is known

distribution of those resources over that rubber is a polymer, a substance that Germany had 'a plant operating
the face of the earth. The United in which the original molecules of the in 1915 capable of producing 150
States fares well, .geographically, in monomer, isoprene, become linked to- tons per month of usable synthetic
having Imany of its own 'raw materi- gether to form giant linear molecules. ,rubber. Though the product was'
als, but ... it has no natural rubber! In 1892, Sir Wm. Tilden success- poor, it was decidedlybetter than no

The development of synthetic rub- fully made isoprene from turpentine, ,rubber at all.
ber has, therefore, of necessity,..be- and from the .isoprene so produced The p~duction of synthetic rub-
come a matter of 'prime' .importance made, a rubber-like polymer. 'ThOllg·h ber in this country. became feasible in
to the welfare and security of the na- useless, this experiment proved the 1922 when an American company de-
tion. For it follows that when a na-, truth of Bauchardat's suggestion and veloped a process for synthesizing
tion does not have the raw materials marked the first of many attempts to butadiene from ethyl alcohol and
it needs it must either purchase them make rubber in the laboratory. acetaldehyde, itself made from alco-
from its neighbors or make them Interest in synthetic rubber has hoI. The butadiene from this pro-
from whatever materials it has. been world-wide since the time that cess was used to produce synthetic

8 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



Polymerization Reactor erize at a controlled rate. The result- prenes, as well as all halogenated
(Courtesy United States Rubber Co.) ing copolymer is then coagulated, polymers, are flame resistant.

dried, and passed through mills to Neoprene type rubbers arc used in
rubber in a .newly-developed ernul- give a sheeted product. Buna-S will chemical and oil resistant gloves,
sion type process. Due to the high replace natural rubber in many ap- aprons, hoses, belting, gaskets, fuel
cost of the alcohol though, this plications such as tires, tubing, shock cells, and Mission pistons iand valves.
method is practical today only when mounts, and other black rubber prod- These are only a few of the wide va-
cost is no consideration, such as dur- ucts that are not subject to extraordi- riety of uses for this synthetic.
ing a war. nary conditions.
- In 1923" another important discov- The Buna-N type rubber is a co-

ery occurred, the development of a P?ly1mer of butadiene and, acryloni- BUlyl Rubber'
synthetic plastic from styrene emulsi- trile, CH2==CH-C N. Commer- . _, .
fied in a soap solution. Until this cially the Buna-N rubbers are called Butyl rubber IS a copolymer o~ IS0-
time' styrene had been considered a "Perbunan," "Hycar," "Chernigum," butylene, (CHs) 2C==CH2, and buta-

, '.. d "Thi k I RD" d di , h di ., en CH -CH-Claboratory currosity worth perhaps an 10 0 ,epen Ing on t e rene, or Isopr e,. 2- .

several hundred dollars an ounce company that produces them. All of CCHs) =='CH2, depending on what IS

Th ' di . I d ·h these have good oil resistance and so desired in the final product. Butyl. ese iscoveries, unre ate as t ey . '"
h d" f h are used in oil and gasoline tank lin- rubber IS often called bath-tub

may ave appeare , were to orm t e b 1" b - f h . -I .
b kb' f th A'· th ti ings hoses packings printers' blan- uty ecause 0 t. e Slimpe equlp-ac one 0 e merlcan syn e IC '" . .

bb . d kets and wherever resistance to oil is ment required for ItS manufacture.
ru et In ustry. ' Bibb . . brequired. uty ru er IS Important ecause

. , The' classification given by the gov- it is not gas permeable, being resist-
Developlften I ernment to these rubbers has also ant to mustard gas and one of the few

been accepted in industry, Buna-S be- materials that are resist.ant to Lewis-
There are, ,gener.ally _speaking, five ing called GR-S and Buna-N, GR~A. ite. Therefore one. of its most impor-

important commercial types of syn- tant uses today is for automobile inner
the-tic "rubber, each differing from nat- N' tubes. In other than this remarkable

1 bb bv rvi f·· h eoprene .ura ru er y VIrtue 0 It.S In erent property butyl rubber IS somewhat
characteristics. Each may be ex- The neoprene type rubbers are similar to natural rubber.
trernely valuable for some purpose, polymers of Chloroprene, which is
while being useless for others. It is made from rnonovinylacetylene and
incorrect to say that natural rubber hydrochloric acid. The neoprenes by Thiokols
is better than synthetic, or vice versa, themselves are difficult to process, and
or that synthetic rubber is good or require the addition of a plasticizer to The thiokols are condensation prod-
not gqo:d;j'since the use to which it is give good workability. ucts of either ethylene dichloride,
to b~ put will determine which of the Neoprenes have good resistance to CI-CH2-CH2-CI, and sodium tet-
many polymers will appear in the oils and chemicals and excellent re- rasulfide, or dichloroethyl ether,
product~, I, ,Natural rubber is still sistance to heat, light, and air. Of CI-CH2-CH2-O-CH2-CH2-Cl,
cheaper' than most synthetics, and great advantage is the fact that neo- and sodium tetrasulfide.
relative cost and usefulness is, of
course, the final determinant in these
calc~la tions, '
" ~,brief consideration of each of the
five types is of great interest since
each type is particularly fitted for
certain uses.

Buna Rubber
The word Buna was first used in

Germany, "bu" being the first sylla-
ble of butadiene and "na" from
Natrium, the 'German name for sodi-
um, which was originally used to
catalyze the polymerization of buta-
diene.

The Buna-S type, S standing for
styrene, is a copolymer of butadiene,
CH2==CH-CH==CH2, and styrene,
CH2'==CH-C6H5• The bu tadiene
and styrene are emulsified in a soap

. solution with the proper catalyst and
fed into' a large constantly agitated
reaction vessel and allowed to polym-

OCTOB'ER, 1948 ' 9

A COMPARISON OF STRUCTURES
OF ELASTOMERS

THE MONOMER THE POLYMER

CH3 ~ [ CH3 ]
CH2==C-CH==CH2 • -CH2-C==CH-CH2- n

Isoprene Natural Rubber
Cl -. ~ [ Cl 1

CH2==C-CH==CH2 -CH2-C==CH-CH2- J n
Chloroprene Neoprene

CH2==CH-CH==CH2+CH2==CH__ ~ r -CH2-CH==CH-CH2-CH2-CH- ]
C'6H5 L _ C6H5' n

Butadiene Styrene Buna-S Type
CH2==CH-CH==CH2+CH2==CH ~ r -CH2-CH==CH-CH2-CH2-CH- 1

CN- L CNJn
Butadiene Acrylonitrile Buna-N Type

CH3 rCH~ 1
C==,CH2,+C!H2==CH-CH==CH2--~ l-C-CH2-CHz-CH=='CH-CH2- I
CH3 CH3' J n

Isobutylene Butadiene Butyl Rubber
CH2::=lCH -. • ~ r -CH2-CH-CHz-CH---;- -1

C1 L CI C1 'J n ."
Vinyl Chloride Polyvinyl Chloride

Cl r Cl Cl 1 t

C==CH2 •• ~ ---:-C-CH2-C-CHz- .
(:1 l (:1 C1 J n

Vinylidene Chloride Polyvinylidene Chloride



FLOW DIAGRAM FO·R BUN A~S
T,YPES Y NTH E TIC RUB B E R .

handled with normal care, other than
noted below.

Extreme care must be taken in the
storage of these 'materials 'because of
the high fire hazard involved. The
Texas City, Texas, disaster of 1947
was greatly aggr.avated by the fires
and explosions in the tank farms of
the Monsanto Co. and others, where
styrene and butadiene were stored.

The butadiene is pumped through
a purifying chamber to remove the
inhibitor and then piped to the reac-
tion kettle. Styrene is added in the
proper proportions and the mixture is
agitated briskly to promote intimate
contact of the two ingredients. Be-
fore this, soap solutions are added
with the proper catalyst, here usually
water soluble peroxides, -and modify-
ing agents, and polymerization then
allowed to take place in the resulting
emulsion. Molecular arrangements
are effected whereby molecules of bu-
tadiene and styrene attach them-
selves to one another alternately to
form linear molecules of giant size
and of very high molecular weight,
often ranging to more than 50,000, as
below:
CH'l==CH-CH==CH~ + CH2==CH

- ~ CC6H5)
(-CH2-CH==CH-CH2-CH2-

CH(C6H5)-)n,
where n is a large number to desig-
nate long chain of repeating struc-
ture.

It is readily apparent that in the
production of a copolymer, the rela-
tive amounts of the monomers may
be changed to almost any proportion,
and that the arrangement of the
monomeric units need' not and will
not be as orderly as pictured above.
Any such changes will bring about
corresponding changes in the physical

Generally speaking, the thiokols Flow Diagram properties of the .polymer. Therefore,
have better resistance to aromatic hy- -..h - . . there are many different compositions
drocarbons than natural or other syn- T e .manufacturl~g processes 1I:- in which the Buna-S and Buna-N
thetic rubbers, but do not possess :olved In the operation of a. synthetic rubbers may be ordered, different
physica~ prop~rties as good ~~ the rubber plant. ~an _best be I1lus~r~ed uses ag.~n determining the different
others In tensile strength, resilience, by the. butadiene styrene copo y er compositions,
abrasion resistance, and resistance to pro~uctlon flo~ sh~et. The copolymer and unreacted ma-
cold flow. Where resistance to de- SInce butadiene IS a gas at n~rm~l terials are dumped from the reaction
terioration is the more important con- pressures and temperatures, It IS kettle into a blow down tank where
sideration, the thiokols of this series stored as a liquid under high pres- a short stopper is added to prevent
are used, in such· items as paint- sure ~n larg.e spherica~ tanks: Pure uncon trolled polymerization. The
spray and solvent hose, tank linings, butadiene wlll.polymerIz~ o~ ~t~oW~mixture is then pumped into flash
certain types of packing and oil hose accord, therefore an I~hlbl:or IS tanks where the unreacted butadiene
lining. added to keep the butadiene In the is vaporized and then returned to the

Synthetic rubbers are different monomer stage. storage tanks as a liquid for recircu-
from natural rubber especially in Styrene, being a liquid under nor- lation. The remaining liquid is
processing characteristics and, in some mal conditions, is stored in large cyl- pumped to a stripping' column, where
cases, being more difficult to process. indrical tanks and needs only to be (Con.tinued on page "24)
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1flln® IMl©cll®lfw ~nfi~~~ficc~
Hugh' D. Applequist~ M.E. ~51

THERE has been considerable overheating. This is due to the method operated at the amazing rate of seven
comment in higher engineering he uses in operating the rule. How- statics problems per hour, three

circles on an amazing improvement to ever, by the time he has become a physics problems per hour, or one-
a long-standard engineering tool, the senior and has learned all the tricks half dynamics problem per hour, with
slide rule. Because of the intense in- and short cuts of solving problems a maximum increase in temperature
terest shown by my fellow engineers with the rule, he begins to experience of the rule of only 10° Fahrenheit.
in this very recent development, I the annoying effects of overheating. This was just what the engineering
shall attempt to present herein an up- When he has been practicing engi- world had been anxiously awaiting.
to-the-minute report on a subject that neering for a number of years, he The construction of the rule is rela-
has heretofore been strictly hush-hush finds the situation no longer simply tively simple. The entire unit consists
-the liquid-cooled slide rule. annoying. It becomes, at times, un- of a metal rule, a condenser unit, a

In the past, there has been consid- bearable ; occasionally, it's downright liquid reservoir, a pump, and neces-
erable demand by engineers to have disastrous! There have been many sary tubing.
some sort of cooled slide rule devel- complaints that overheated rules cause The rule is constructed with pass-
oped. Some attempts have been made long delays in the midst of solving ages in it to permit the flow of the
by various companies to produce rules complicated problems. The slides be- -coolant. The heat developed 'during
of this sort. So far, all attempts have come warped. Fingers are burned. the operation of the rule vaporizes the

- failed, although one company still the enamel cracks and blisters. At coolant. The vapors pass into the con-
markets an all-steel rule which, of times, the dense smoke given off nau- denser and, after condensation, the
course, dissipates the heat better than seates the user. A like situation de- coolant drops into the .reservoir. The
the usual wooden rule. One company velops in the case of an undergraduate pump draws the coolaht from the
produced a rule that utilized cooling student during a quiz which necessi- reservoir and circulates it through the
vanes similar to those on the cylinders tates the use of a slide rule. system.-
of air-cooled aircraft engines, but With the above in mind, the Society The condenser is simply a spiral
such 'a rule proved to be little more for Technically Useful Practical En- glass tube. To obtain good condensa-
efficient than a plain metal rule and gineering Solutions set about to pro- tion, a steady sUP12JJj,::of air across the
so met with little success among prac- duce an efficient and economical condenser must '~be~assured. A fan,
tieing engineers. cooled slide rule. After long months driven by a source 'of power, is sup-

The freshman engineering student of research, the laboratory of the plied with the unit and gives a good
has little trouble with his slide rule S.T.V.P.E.S. finally presented to eager current of air.

engineers the revolutionary liquid-
cooled slide rule. 'Those 'who have
tried thu rules have been astounded
by the fesults obtained. Recent tests
have shown that these rules can be

The reservoir is a glass jar of two-
quart capacity. There are fittings at
the top and bottom to provide for the
flow of coolant into and out of the jar.

The pump is the sliding-vane type.
For ordinary use of the rule, a pump
with a circulating capacity of four
quarts an hour vis ideal, However, if
the rule is subject-to a great amount
of use, pumps having circulating ca-
pacities up ·1.0 six quarts an hour can
be obtained.

(Continued on page 26)
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SILICONES, CHEMICAL PRODIGY

Alex Batscha, Ch.E. '50

FOR the engineer, the organo-sili- o.gy stops with structure ." the reac- even at eleva~ed. temperatu~es, where-
con compounds are among the nons, and the properties of com- as 'carbon dIOXIde,. CO2, Its carbon

most interesting products of modern pounds, formed by silicon are not very analogue, is gaseous at ordinary tem-
chemistry. Unknown in nature, they close to those' of the structurally anal- peratures.
have a variety of applications in ogouscarbon compounds. One of Among the first organic silicon
which their properties of chemical in- the differences which cont~ibutes most compounds to be known 'were the
ertness and thermal stability make to the reactions of. the silicon com- orthosilicic esters which are composed
them irreplaceable by any other pounds is the great affinity of silicon of four organic radicals linked by
group of substances now known. for oxygen. It is this affinity which means of an oxygen atom each, to a

The silicon tcompounds are struc- also gives the silicones their distinc- central silicon atom. Although these
turally analogous to carbon com- tive properties by forming long chains are really not silicones, they have
pounds': silane, SiH4; silicon tetra- of .alternate silicon and oxygen atoms. found application in special types of
chloride, SiCI4; and dis i lox a n e These chains are very stable ther- paints, and are a means of coating
(SiRs) 20 all 'have their respective mally, and, inert chemically, and it is a surface with a thin film of silica,
analogues in methane, CH4; carbon probably this type of chain .biriding into which they slowly hydrolyze
tetrachloride, CCl.!; and dimethyl which gives silica its properties. Sil- when thinned with water prior to ap-
ether (Clis) 20. However, the anal- ica, SiOz, is a very solid substance, plic.ation. These esters are formed by

, the action of an appropriate alcohol
on silicon tetrachloride with the evo-
lution of hydrochloric acid.

The silicones are compounds" in
which there are alternate .silicon and
oxygen atoms, the silicon atoms hav-
ing, in addition to the oxygen bonds,
usually two organic radicals, either
aliphatic or aromatic. Two of the
most stable of the hydrocarbon-silicon
linkages are those with 'methyl, CRg,

and phenyl, CoH;). The silicones are
essentially a compromise' between glass
and organic resins, in which the user
sacrifices some of the stability and
rigidity of silica by substituting rela-
tively unstable organic groupings for
one of the stable oxygen atoms in or-
der to gain plasticity and relieve bri t-
tleness,

The silicones are a class of com-
pounds built up of the structural unit
R2SiO in which only three of the
valences of the silicon atom and one
of the valences of the oxygen atom
are satisfied, leaving one silicon bond
free to join another oxygen, and one
oxygen bond free to join another sili-
con, so that a number of the basic
monomer groups will join in a long
chain, polymerizing to form liquid of
increasing viscosity eventually becom-
ing a solid depending on the degree
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of polymerization. oped as by-products from the silicone many of the patent specifications, the
The R in the a:bove formula stands manufacture. There is some use for silicone products are id,e~tified merely

for any organic radical, aliphatic or RSiCl3 as a source of the trifunctional by' the ratio ofCthe, 'hydrocarbon to
aromatic. It may be seen that the silicon to provide the cross linkages silicon. A polymer containing a ratio
constitution of this radical, through between the silicone chains when the of two hydrocarbon radicals to each
its stability and the stability of its more rigid polymer is desired, and silicon atom will form only chain or
bonding to the silicon- atom, will in- there is a use for the RsSiCI as the cyclic polymers, while one with a ratio
fluence the stability of the polymer. "stop-gap" silicon atom, for when the of one will form a thoroughly cross-
Also, through purely physical consid- chlorine atom has been hydrolyzed to linked solid polymer.
erations such as size and shape, the an oxygen link between this silicon The uses of the silicone polymers
viscosity, melting point, boiling point, atom and one at the end of a chain, are orthodox; they are used in the
and any other properties which might there is no other free bond to extend same way as many of--the hydrocar-
depend on molecular weight or shape the chain. bon lubricants and plastics, but they
will be influenced. In the direct method of synthesis, have some outstanding characteristics

In practice, the degree of polymeri- the elemental silicon is made to react which make them more valuable. For
zation is controlled by introducing directly with the organic halide, with- instance, the viscosity of methyl sili-
"stop-gap" groups such as CH3• These out the intermediate magnesium. cone oil is affected very little 'by tem-
groups are introduced by a R3SiCl Since the organic radical and the perature. When compared with an
monomer which, on hydrolysis and chlorine atom are introduced jointly, oil which has the same viscosity at
condensation, will have only one free it may be readily seen that the prin- lOooF, the viscosity of the methyl sili-
bond and so will terminate the chain. cipal product will be R2SiCl2 with cone oil at 35°F increases sevenfold,

To get a more rigid structure of the ~ery little of the product~ ?f other ra- while the viscosity of the standard hy-
polymer, it is- necessary to introduce tios of hydrocarbon to silicon, drocarbon -oil increases .1800 times.
oxygen linkages between chains, so This ratio of hydrocarbon to silicon The silicones in general are stable up
that thesilicon atoms will be held not is one of the criteria for predicting to 300°F· or higher, and resist oxida-
only within their chains but also to the properties of the silicones, since tion at these temperatures. An elastic
other chains, thus producing a three- the number of links and cross links silicone product will be useful over
dimensional network which is charac- which the silicon atom can form is the rangefrom -500 to 2500F.
terized by a lower solubility and less determined directly by the number of The resins also are characterized by
thermoplasticity. bonds which are not taken up by their indifference to thermal condi-

The manufacturer of the silicones is inert hydrocarbon radicals. Thus, in (Continued on page 28)
a matter of the past decade, and is
the result of a wartime need for an
insulating material for aircraft which
would withstand high temperatures
without decomposition or embrittIe-
mente The taw materials for this
manufacture are silica, coke, chlorine,
hydrocarbon, and, if the Grignasd
method of' synthesis is used, rnagne-
sium.. In the Grignard synthesis, sili-
can tetrachloride, made by chlorina-
tion of elemental silicon, is reacted
with the Grignard reagent to produce
a substituted silane. The useful sub-
stitution product is dialkyl-dichloro-
silane, R2SiC 12, in which the Ragain
is any aliphatic or aromatic organic
radical.

On hydrolysis of the R2SiCI2, a par-
tial condensate of the monomer
R2SiO is formed, and this is the in-
terrncdiate material for the silicone
polymer. - When this material is
heated, the increased activity of the
molecules causes the action of poly-
merization to go to completion and
the desired polymer is formed.

In addition to the useful R2SiC12

formed by the Grignard reaction,
there is a rather high percentage of
by-products such as RSiCl3 which
must be reprocessed,. and R3SiCI and
R4Si- both of which must be devel-
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PANEl·- HEATING
Ernest F. Siegel) M.E. J49

ON A hot summer day Joe Slide- To begin with, the name of the BTU's an hour under the above con-
rule and Willie Logtable, two "corpus delicti" should be under- ditions, we feel comfortable. On a

hopeful freshmen in Mechanical En- stood. Radiant heating as such will cold day or night, our bodies give
gineering (they had just passed vee- be explained in the following para- off heat at a more rapid rate, thereby
tor algebra!), were engaged in a graph. It is a name covering a mul- causing us to feel cold. The conven-
debate, even hotter than the day. It titude of applications of heating tional heating systems, such as steam
seemed that Willie had picked up.a energy. Panel heating, however, is radiator and warm air, remedy this
few notes on a "new and revolution- one specific application named so be- situation by heating the air around
ary heating system", and" he was now cause, "as we" shall see later, the heat the bodies. Thus we are immersed
expounding all the .advantages of is given off or radiated from panels. in a warm medium which will pre-
panel, or radiant, heating' to 'his vent a rapid heat dissipation from
friend Joe. Joe, more or less the c:on- C· . tB I H tB our bodies. This type of heating sys-

. 1 - d hi k h ODven lona eo Ing . 11d . h . bventrona type, sceme . to t In tat, tem IS ca e convection eating e-
there is nothing new about radiant Before analyzing radiant heating, cause the .greatest part of the heat
heating, that -it doesn't work, and let us look at any ordinary heating energy is transmitted by convection.
that it is v.e~y expensive. In ~any system. -Often it is said that during
res:pects WIllIe, 'expressed the Ideas, wi~ter we heat our houses in order Radiant Heating
which the average laym~n.and, for to keep us' warm. Actually we are
that matter, the average' engineering not interested in heating houses (they At one time or another, every' per-
student will express when discussing don't mind the cold!) but we are son has experienced a different type
the subject of panel heating. These very anxious to create ',(1 warm me- of heating. Sitting near a fireplace
ideas are often vague and incorrect. dium in this case the air around us or being exposed to the sun on a clear, ,. .

This article will be an attempt to in order to keep us warm. This warm WIntry day, we may feel qurte warm
point out some of the features, ad- medium will prevent our bodies from although the air surrounding us may
vantages, and 9-isadvantages of panel giving off more than the normal rate b~ very cold, so cold in fact that
heating. It is not designed to be of heat energy. A well-known. fact is WIthout the fire or the sun we would
used as a basis for th:;;.~blueprint of a thatievcry human being gives off be uncom!ortabl~. Here .we come in
radiant heating system},;por will it be approximately 400 BTU's an hour, contact WIth radiant heating,
quite clear to anyone [;)"'ho believes when'~ rest and under normal tem- Any hot object or surface emits
that a B.TU is an ins~ect with 91h perature conditions. As long: as our radiant heat energy, and the rate of
legs! bodies do not give off more t~an 400 emission varies directly with the tern-

':'.. _.. Courtesy ,Ghase- Brassund. CoP/l.ex."f:0:- . Courtesy Chase Brass and Copper Co.

Copper tube installed, ·.in. ceiling can be covered with Close-up view of ceiling panel shows 'how tubing is' h'eld
normal depth of plaster. ,., to the [oists ~r.:Jurr~ng f?frips..
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perature of the object. This radiant
heat energy travels at approximately
186,000 miles a second from the hot
object or" surface through the inter-
vening space to another object, and
may be visualized as very tiny "energy
bullets."

When sitting in front of a fireplace,
we soon discover one of the fallacies
of this type of, heating, While our
knees and faces and generally sunny
side of our anatomy may be quite
warm, our rear and other parts of
our body which are farther away
from the fire may be freezing. We
can see that the fireplace erni ts a
gr'eat number of radiant "energy bul-
lets," but only a limited number of
these bullets hit their targets (our
bodies, that is!) -and then only those
parts which are directly in their path.

If it were possible to focus radiant
heat so. that all "energy bullets" hit
their targets, we would only need to
supply an average of 150 BTU's an
hour for each occupant of the rOOIn
in order to keep that occupant com-
fortable. Thus, instead of supplying
40,000 BTU's an hour, which is the
average requirement of a small house,
to keep the occupant warm, we
would need only 150 times the num-
ber of occupants.

water or low pressure steam is cir- 3. Lower Operating, Costs-Expe-
culated. Fig. 1 shows the arrange- rience has shown that it is 8 to 15
ment of this tubing. The panel per cent cheaper to operate a radiant
(floor, ceiling or wall) thus repre- heating system compared to the con-
sents a large warm surface which ventional system.
continuously supplies radiant heat 4. Reduced Fire Hazards - The
energy to the rooms. The tempera- elimination of radiators, and floor
ture varies with each installation, the and wall registers reduces' the fire1

ceiling panels having a maximum hazards since the crevices and recesses
surface temperature of 120°F, while behind the radiators and in the air-
the maximum temperature for floor duct are eliminated.
panels is 85°F. The hot water or 5. Greater Flexibility-Panel .heat-
steam which circulates in the tubing ing makes it possible to rearrange

Courtesy Chase Brass and Copper Co.

There are no standing radiators to interfere with the arrange-
ment of furniture in this panel heated living room.

is produced in a conventional type partitions in office buildings without
boiler using gas, coal or oil. requiring the redesigning and re-

Ad t building of the heating system.van agesConstruction

In a panel heating system, the The advantages of radiant heating Disadvantages
walls, floor or ceiling is used to emit are as follows: ..
radiant heat Thus the heat emitting 1 G C f S· he iai Of course, there are always' two. . rea ter om ort- Ince t e .all~ .
surface is very large and there is a . h . h 1 SIdes to a story-and there are some, temparture In t e room WIt pane. .
good chance that a great percentage h ti . 1 ' th th t . 'known disadvantages to panel heating." "..' ea Ing IS ower an a In a can - .... . . ."
of ene~gy bullets .strike their tar- ventional-heated room, the feeling of . 1. Greater" Initial Cost -:- The mi-
gets. . No attempt IS made to heat "stuffiness" is not experienced. The hal cost of a panel" heating system
the arr of the room, but some con- lower air temperature also - brings ,may be from 10 to 2q ,~erceJ?~.~reater
vection heati~g will take pl~ce, the about a, lower dew-point, thereby re- than that of a conventional isystern.
air, usually being at 68°-70°F. C.om- ducing the 'drying of the mucous 2. Lack of Ventilatil;m~No venti-
pare this to the air temperature m a membranes:' In addition, the shock la;tion is provided by the panel heat-
comfortably heated home and you due to the sudden change from inside ing system. This is also true ,iii 'J:~;;';.
can see at once that the air is from to outside temperature wil(be less-. ' steam radiator system. SUfficittl.1:~'J:la~"
3°-8°F. cooler. It must be remem- ened by the smaller temperature gra- tural ventilation is usually;,g1'?y,ideti
bered, however, that in a. radiant- dient. The temperatures near the in homes by infiltr~tion",';f~(fi&~e',
heated room the surroundmg me- floor and, ceiling will be closely the office buildings, how~ver':;fddtitional
'dium is not used to give. up heat same when radiant heating is used," forced ci~culatio~ is required:" .;
energy. We may, t~erefore, be con:- and cold or hot air currents such as 3. Slow Response --,-A .panel heat-
fort~ble when, the air temperature .IS exist in conventional heating systems ing system will b; slow' torespond i~;i.
considerably lower than ~ooF. w~lle will be eliminated. .sudden changes in temperature, Tp'~J:
the actual heat energy IS supplied 2. Greater Cicanliness-s- The. ugly time lag from when the'system ('if
from. a radiating panel. streaks of dirt along the' walk and. turned on until It gives p£t'.~~fIit.iei}t:

The walls, floor or ceiling .is sup- ceiling which' are caused by dust- . heat may be rather large;' 'es"p'~cial1Y.
plied with heat by means of tubing . carrying air currents from our radia- wherithe coils are embedded in heavy
embedded in the plaster or under the tors and floor, grills will be eliminated masonry;. .In the u~)-l~lc~il~ng.instal-.
wooden flooring through. which -,hot: ;ei.itirely. lations, this ~effect is negligible.
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Pr·oduets
Contour trcmsfer gage in use.

The', gage' consists' of a series, of
precision -ground pins' 'in a, closely
fitting slotted track, ~After locating
the gage, bloc1.<iI1!'~a': reference .plane,
the pins are positioned to the contour
to be measured. 'Th'e pins are ,0-.045
in en apart and the' :rise or fall be-

Rivet Inserter Polarizing Liquid tween pi~s, whic?' 'are' of uniform
, . ' length, wIll establish the 'contour.

T"H~ . ~ny~er rivet-~nsert.ing, ~ma- A~E~ ty,pe of polarizing material .The picture. shows a~, a~~embly:of
- chine IS sapable_of mserting rIvets. In liquid form, known as Pola- two gages wIth two H spaCIng

in automobile wheel -assemblies and coat, consists of a solution of a num- blocks which "are p ro v i.de d with
boasts of '(1 production capacity 'of ·200 ber of dyes. The solution is merely thumb screw' locks.' In this use; the
units perhourat 80 per 'cent capacity. spread over the surface of glass, plas- gage amounts -to- a gap gage: which

Six 'automatic' feed hoppers 'are pro- tic or certain 'metals and allowed to precisely measures the contour of
vided from ,yvhich' the rivets drop dry. The polarizing properties of the both sides.
down chutes .te hydraulically actuated entire layer tend 'to develop parallel rCourtesy: THOMPSON PRODUCTS,
plungers! which - pick, 'therp~ ~p ,and to a single axis'. ' INC., Cleveland, Ohio.

'place themJn the wheel. The -wheel It is possible to cause,align:f!l:ent~in "." ~, '" ~. ','
unit is .then .automatically ...indexed any desired direction by rubbing the -, .' A

180 degrees and the process is re- surface to, be coated 'before applying , Welding Holder
peated ..., ,. the polarizing solution. Examination

Operation ",is entirely automatic by X-ray proves the non-crystalline
after' the wheel 'unit has been placed nature of, the polarizing layer. The
in the 'machine; ~ , polarizing material has good -perrna-

Courtesy r SNYD'ER TOO'L AND 'EN- nence arid genera)' stability, and may
GINE;ERI~G-,~G.O., -'D'eff()~~;:Michigan. , ' be rendered insoluble by a metallizing

,', " hath.·"
On opaque surfaces. the, solution

dries to a' surface~hich has a metal-
lic. appearance and: which polarizes ~y-
reflection. The degree of polarization
varies with the thickness of the film.

Courtesy :POLA!COAT, INC., Cincin- ,
nati, O~~. . ' THIS new welding holder for small

,. Contour Gage parts consists of a, versatile var-
_ - . ' ' rangement of bars and clamps that_THE T.\1o~pson. ?onto,:r.: Trans: will grip and hol.d pieces in positio~ to

_ ' f~r Gage IS a de_vIc~, which ~ran~ be welded: Alnico magnets, exerting
. fers a ~on.tou~ or. curv~ from a p!an~ 40 to 50 .pounds .magnetic 'pull serve

where I~' rs dIfficu~t to measure. to a J as the, hoding chucks of -this device.
plan~ whe~e. me~surem~nts beco~e Practically any conceivable- position
routlI~e .. ~t, . 'IS·.,u~ed, as. a~ ~cce~s~ory , of the -rnagnets is possible. Non-mag-

,tool InconJunc~lOn ':lth. a~ 'optlC~~ netic materials may be held by first
comI?arato~ or 'In" ~' HeIg~t :?age. clamping ,them in' a C-clamp of some
setup. Because of ItS adaptability, It ," ferrous material. " -

. ' "', . .-. ., .. becomes ,a valuable tool .in- a p·attern. . . " ",
Rlvet-Insert~r, sho~lng. auto~cxhc feed , di ,',h' .,' '~ Courtesy : ,duMO~T. CORPORATION,

hoppers. 'or -Ie sop. Greenfield, ~Massachusetts. -- - .'
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VVh~o:pl~IlSfC!)d~:~~~h:::t~e:::~:in:·VQnl(lJllchanoel
in New .York harbor we're qrrnpuncecJ, teleph0n e
en gin eersha d to plana>ne'NslJbrnClrill~cr()~~1t19
for the ·.i·mp.orf.ont.· ••New· •••V()tk ..P>nilodelpHio· ••··:··,.o.l1g
distance route.

There were· many.pr.gblel11s.Howfqrl1elowtHe
floor of the .new chonnelshoold cCI>blesbe>placed?
Howcould<a.lrenchbe()pen~dthr()U9htons of mud
and.sh.elves •·•.••of·•••rock? •••••,o••fhe••••fCl$t..flQ\'{io9 ••tid~$I •••hpVtl
could cabl.es>be>laidsqugrelyitt>tHe\boffon1oftlle
fr~nch?Howma ny·· circuits, whalkinaofcables,
VioatsilZe,<ondhow monyshould be provided for

fUfureneecJs~Ih~seguestj()ns<d~mgf'lg~<:J,(Jllggot,
tnCJflY~l1giJJ.~f!rilJg~kill~.

i)e$pite.....obstacles , ···.the..•••••100·"···.···.was •..•·.••comp I.etea···•.••on
schedule. Eighteen new cables, capable of carrying
5,600 sim.ultaneous conversctions, are entrenched
safely between.State.nlslancl, iN.Y.,andBoyonoe,
N.J.

Ifsanotherexampleof telephone engineering
afwork.

BELLTELEP HO.NE ·····SySr -:EM
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served as Secretary Treasurer of the
Cincinnati Chapter. of the ASCE, and
for a long "time was a member of the
committee of that group in charge of
the publication of the magazine "En-
gineer' and Scientist," He is a mem-
ber of the American Society of Uni-
versity .Professors, and The Engineer-
ing Society of Cincinnati.

Mr. Renn is a licensed Civil En-
gineer and < Surveyor; he has worked
for the Pennsylvania Railroad, Proc- Richard H .. Klcpinger, Aero. E., )48
ter and Gamble, and served, in 1931, . Activities: Inst. of Aero. Sciences," Pi
as a consulant for the Hamilton Kappa Alpha ..
County Reappraisal Board. He has At nearby Dayton, Ohio, Klepinger
been with Coordination Department is employed at the Air Force Techni-
of the University since 1928, except cal Base, Wright Field. There he is a
for a leave of absence during World member of' the theoretical aerodyna-
War II during which he supervised mics group of the Aircraft Laboratory.
the construction of Camp Brecken-
ridge in 1942, and. worked on the re-
negotia tion of con tracts for the Ord ~
nance Department from 1944 to 1946.

Report froll1 I48, ",' ,,", WE HA VEheard 'many stories
Prof. Raymond Wm. Renn.. . about the jobs that the gradua-

THE coordinator for the Civil En- ting. chis~ received. The subject is one
gineers, Raymond Wm. Renn, is of great Interest to the undergraduate

a member of the classof '27. Before class. As a special feature of the
coming to the University as a student, COOPERATIVEENGINEER~we pre.sent a
he had served in the first World War group of 1948 Engineering graduates, .
as a first Iieutenantwith the 38th and with asummrtry of their activities Donald M. Dietz, Ch. E., '48
9th Divisions. while at U. C'. and their own descrip- Activities: Phi Delta Theta, YMC'A,

His understanding 'of the problems tion of the positions' they now have.. CINCINNATIAN~and
of the co-op student on the job comes Each coordinator selected several COOPERATIVEENGINEER..
from his having been a co~op student graduates from his department whom Now employed by the E. I. duPoht
himself. Mr. Renn says that the coop- he thought representative of the class. de Nemours. Co at their Chambers
erative system was .,just growing up These men" were contacted by mail, Works in Deepwater, New Jersey,
during his undergraduate days. The and the following graduates' are the Dietz is Chemical Supervisor of the
school had just switched' to the coop- ones who took time to answer. methylation and ethylation of aniline,
erative system exclusively after- the N'D' information was given' about Among' his duties are' the scheduling,
war, and jobs at that time were -plcn- c the- salaries received by-the graduates;- coordination, and trouble-shooting ~l:...
tiful, as they are now. . however, the Coordination' Office esti- production, 'the calculation and pr;~:'.

As an undergraduate,' Mr .. Renn mates that the pay scales ranged' from lirninary cost accounting of 25" gsL
was a 'member of Tau Beta Pi, and $250 to $300 per month,' with ··.·an. ' . sorted'-products and' limited research
the American, ..::5ocief.Yof Civil '~n-, average. figure about $275 per- .and' developmental work.:'I~·\· :..'
gineers. Since' graduation, he .ha s lno~th~ . (Co.nfi"nul1;.t:( on ../Jdge-·-30}-· ·:{:~·:::::;;\·;:;.~~/·t
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of products from brush bristles to
surgical sutures.

Nylon owes its origin to a Du Pont
fundamental research project begun
in 1928. A group of scientists set out
to find out how and why the mole-
cules of certain substances polymer-
ized to form giant chainlike mole-
cules. Hope of obtaining a new com-
mercial fiber was first aroused when,
two years later, a polymer was de-
veloped which could be drawn out
into a thin strand, like taffy candy.
The complex problems which fol-
lowed called for the services of over
200 Du Pont men and women, among
whom were some of America's -most
competent scientistsand engineers:

f ir

ReseQrch2.a Maior' .D~· Po~t Ac,iv~ty

Nylon is' an excellent example of
modern research ~t w~rk~atDu-P<;>nt.
Young scientists joining' the' organi-
zation now may share in other dis..
coveries of outstanding Importance ..
They .may find.opportunities ~nsuch
challenging fields as finishes, .coated .
fabrics' and',various fibers; .,~YJ;lthet~c
organic chemicals, including. fine
chemicals; synthetic rubber; electro
and agricultural chemicals; ;plastics;f'
pi~ments a~d photographic film; and
high: 'pr,e$si!tesynthesis. -. ~.' . -' - -

, , ,.' ',-, !

Each of ten m~n~fac,t~ing_dep~t~
ments ,of Du Ponthas its .own staff.
and is operated lJJ.uch_Iike·~separate
company. . Within each, research
men- work in groups small enough
to bring quick recognition of indi-
vidual talent and capabilities.

Year after year, young, inquiring
minds come from leading U.8. schools
of science and engineering to Du Pont
-where 'individual: ambition is
matched with opportunity, coopera-
tion and the type of friendly support
that brings out the best. in. each
person.

BETTER THINGS FOR BE'y'TER LIVING

••• THROUGH CHEMISTRY

More facts- about Du Pont - Listen to rrCava/cade

of America" Monday Nights; NBC Coast' to Coast
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From· lire cords
to football panls
Do you 'know -abo.ut

nylon's other lives?

Here's a surpri~e for those who think
of nylon mainly in terms of stockings
and lingerie. . ,

Nowadays, nylon fibers-twice as
strong and half as heavy as the same
size aluminum wire-are doing a vari-
ety of jobs, better than any previously
known fiber. Off Labrador, men are
harpooning whales with nylon lines.
In a New England textile mill, abra-
sion-resistant nylon ropes now drive
big "mule spinners" for periods ten
times as iong as other commercial
materials, without a breakdown. Ny-
lon fabrics are being used in every-
thing from rugged automobile seat
covers to delicately woven filter
cloths.

In its plastic form, nylon is used to
make everything from Unbreakable
dishes to hypodermic needles. As a
monofilament, it goes jnto ~ variety

.... ~

You'll want to read
this free booklet

"Du Pont Company and the
College Graduate" is just off the
press in a completely revised
edition. Fully illustrated-de-
scribes opportunities in research,
production, sales, and many
other fields. Explains the plan
of organization whereby indi-
vidual ability is recognized and
rewarded. Write for your copy
today, Address: 2521,__Ne~ours
Building, Wilmington 98, Del.
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The ·A.I.E.E.
h e ld elections
over this past
summer. and
the following offi~ers were 'Chosen:

Pr~sident~John X. Mulvey
Vice-President-W. J. Montgomery
Treas.-Sec'y- T. Funtleroy.
July 30th was the date that found

the boys, many with their-girls, get-
ting together for that famous Section
Brawl. The place was the D.A.V.
Hall 'and food and brew disappeared
in. huge quantities, Lively entertain-
ment was provided by .a bat which
wanted' to join the 'festivities, . but it
seems that the girls objected to that
with brooms and screams, The whole

, , .

aff air had such a high' potential- that
more and even better ones are
planned for this year. .'

Frank Bonern, M.E. J51

G.RE,E~INGS· and, w~.lc~me· .back.
To you freshmen, this will be

the, first '#me that you"· pick up thi~
maga~ine. and read this :page.. This.'
column, as perhaps, its 'title will tell
you," reports to you the news and ac-
tivities of 'the various "engineering or-.
ganizations that are' to be found in
the'" Qua<;lrangle. Our slogan is "En-,
gineering .Activities ~re part. of ,the.'
education: you will .carry . along into."
vour profession."> - ':< J

Section 2 of ,the Civil Engineers
had their annual outing on Saturday,
July' l Zth, at Sharon Woods, Every-
body had, a grand old time enjoying
the, sports of baseball, beer drinking
and eating. For-this fall, a party and
speakers are scheduled. ,

T he Mechanic~ls,
often fondly referred
to as the. "Can Open-
ers,' have, been busy
over this' summer. At
their one meet_ing dur-
ing school, blue-prints
were drawn up for the corning year.
A.S.M.E. is really 'going into the hig-
time this. fall, expecting a rnember-.
ship of ov~r .three hundred when all
registrations are over. Plans have al-
ready' heeiJ: set' in to action 'in regards
to speakers; stags, and th'at all-irn-
portant joint meeting ~ith the senior
group. Their magazine, "THE -ME~
CHANICAL ENGINEER/) 'is becoming
increasingly popular with its 'many
interesting articles.

P i Tau Sigma, "-
the Mechanical
Engineering Hon-
orary Fra ternity,
held its elections
on May 20th. Officers elected were:

President-James J. Kane

Vice President and Treasurer-
Walter W. Meier

Corresponding Sec'y-J os. A. Fehr

Recording Sec'y-Robert Tharp.

On:' June; 12 t h , nineteen n e w
men were ini tia ted bringing the total
membership up' to 29. The initiation
was followed -by a banquet at the
Hotel· .Gibson. The -fraternity has
been reorganizing itself and getting
back to prewa( standards thanks to,
the cooperation and the work that
has been shown by all members dur-,
ing the past year. The chapter looks'
ahead to a big and successful year,
with another initiation in November
which will bring its membership close
to fifty. It also has made plans to send
a representative to the National Con-

'ven tion to be" held at the U niversi ty
of Wisconsin.

Congratulations to Jay G. Byrer,
Class of '51, who won the Marx' Me-
chanical Engineering Handbook for
the highest scholastic average main-
tained for the first two years~

It' seems tha t the
Pipe-Fitters are now
big. business men.

".A pew Canteen has
been installed' iri the foyer on the
ground floor of the Chemistry Build-
ing and it has all the machines possi-
ble" except for pin-ball machines.
Probably the faculty would object to
the latter even though some students
claim they are wonderful for study-
ing chain reactions. The older Can-
teen on the third floor is having its
face lifted, and by rights, the Chem-
icals should grow sleek and fat in
their building. The profits of this
successful enterprise .is turned back
to the students in the forms of grants
and loans which will be available
again this year to those students in
need of them. Plans to resume movies
and lectures on a bigger ·and .better
scale than ever have been made.

The A.I.Ch.E. held elections over
the summer, and for the coming year
the following officers were an-
nounced:

.Preside~~-Eugene Schwoeppe
Vice President~Richard Quinlan

(Sec. 1), Jack Sickmann (Sec, 2)
Senior Rep.---,-Rodney Schroede-r

. (Sec. 1), Paul Cherry (Sec. 2)
Junior- Rep.-:-Charles Cross (Sec.

1), Frank. Torbeck {Sec. 2)
Pre-Junior Rep. - Ralph Davis

( Sec. 1), Lou Nowikowski Se·c. 2)
(Continued on .page 32)
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T he last elec-
tion returns
have come in
from the A. S.
C. E. and the
one office which missed the last' edi-
tion is tha t . of the Presidcn t, Bill
Zachman was elected to that office
for this year ~



The skeleton where Yolts are Housebroken
••.• with the help of

Alcoa Aluminum· Structural Shapes

Eleerricity is transmitted in raging, sizzling, high-
tension currents that couldn't be allowed to enter a
home or factory. To "housebreak" this hot stuff-
step it down toward a useful 110 or 220-volt distribu-
tion stature-is the job of substations.

The "skeleton" of each substation-the frame-
work of beams and girders that support the. trans-
formers and equipment-is prey to weather, corrosive
atmosphere, clinging dirt. Good. maintenance has-
always called for frequent painting, and that called
for shutdowns of electricity . . • until substation
.builders heard about Alcoa Aluminum Structural

Shapes! Now the skeleton of a substation can he
built, and routine maintenance painting forgotten.
Among the standard shapes made by Alcoa, engi-
neers find sections exactly suited, to their needs,

It gives a whole new concept to structures2:--this
building with Alcoa Numinum Shapes. When they
are used for bridges, railroad enginehouses, indus-
trial equipment and similar structures, damaging red
rust will never be a menace, painters will be freed
from their frequent rounds! That's somethin-g to
remember when you start putting your de~ee to
work and are --designing structures for industry
instead of for grades. ALUMINUMCOMPA~YOF
AMERICA,Gulf Building,Pittsburgh 19,Pennsylvania.

L:~e 0 FIR 5 TIN A LU MIN U M

60 years ago aluminum was a novelty start toward making aluminum so strong
metal, used only for trinkets such as that it can often replace structural steel.
combs, watch fobs and napkin rings. Alcoa's 60 years of research and engineer-
Then along came a little company with ing development have swelled the uses of
two ideas firmly in mind-making alumi- aluminum froma handful of trinkets to
num cheaper and better so it could be more 4,000 different applications in industry,
useful. That was the start of Alcoa. the in homes, and on farms.

JALCOAl



REPORT WRITING
'Prank Bonem, M,E, J 51

SOONER or later every engineer kind. The first fundamental of any the glass container from one supplier
will find himself in the position report is emphasis' on the important causes more or less trouble than that

of having to write reports, not neces- things that management should know. from another, Management, on the
sarily only to his superior 'but perhaps Therefore, the writer of such a report other hand,wants to know the over-
to be circulated' throughout various should know what management is in- all efficiency of the production Iine,
offices in a plant. The latter situation teres ted in and what it is concerned the deviation of the quality of the
arises "frequently in the job of a Qual- wiffi~,t'For example, control or effi- product from the standard, and the

. ity' Control Enginecr ; therefore, the cieri'c~~harts are maintained on a pro- quantity produced.
following' discussion is concerned. pri- ductid-tl;')ineon which a product is • _ • .
marily with Quality Control Reports. packed in a glass container, a cap is Cll'culatlon

..However, the principles and methods affixed, lapels are applied, and finally ,Once a report is prepared, it should
can very easily be adapted to Inspec- the container i is packed in shipping not be left on a desk, but should "be
ing Foreman Reports, Raw Material cases. The maintenance department circulated to the interested parties be-
Inspection Reports, WeeklySummary wants to know: "What was the me- fore it has cooled off. This is the
Reports-on inter-plant sub-assemblies, chanical efficiency of the line?" or second fundamental. The truth of this
Final Products' Reports, and so on. "Which machine was out of control is self-evident. Suppose the Quality
': There are certain < principles which' and by' 'how much ?" The supply Control Department, keeping control

'should be followed in reports of this superintendent wants to know whether charts on a certain process, finds that
the charts indicate that the process is
going out of 'control." Knowledge of
this condition, on the part of the
Quality Control Engineer, 'will "not
help to bring the process back under
"control" if the forenian -or the :En-
gineering Department does not know
about it. 'One look at the chart will
show the exact day the process went
out of control and, in. many instances,
the reason why. This information,
given in time' to the right mari, saves
much money. in cutting ,~own bad
production, wasted, material, and. lost
time.

The third fundamental in report
writing is that it should be concise.
and to the point. Time is precious and
to waste 'it in long description is -fool-
ish, when gra'phs, specific statements,
or technical terms cover the situation
more precisely. Above all, the reports
must be accurate in two ways: pri-
marily, in content; and secondarily,
in the manner of expression. This
means that accurate technical lan-
guage must be used, even if it has to
be followed by a sentence or two of
explanation.

The fourth poin t is tha t reports
must be factual. They must not upset
departments, groups, or individuals
by needless accusation of carelessness
or malpractice. The only result of such
accusa tions is to create ill will and ac-
complish nothing. A'· faulty condition

. ( Continue di on page 3,2).
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KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
EST. 1867

NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.
Chicago '. St. Louis ., Detroit

Sari F.ra!1ci'sco • L-os Angeles • Montreal

tRego u.s. P'at. Off.

',partners in creating
For 80 years, leaders of the engineering profession
'have made K & E products their' partners' in, creotlnq

the technical achievements of our age. K & E instru-
ments, drafting equipment. and mcterlols-e-such as the
LEROyt lettering equipment in the picture-have thus
played a part in virtually every great engineer\ng

oroiect in America.
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praftinz. Reproduction.

SurveJ'inz Equipment'
and Materials.

Slide Rules.
Measurinz Tapes.



WHAT'S YO:U:R-",:BULL'SEYE·?

SALE MAN 7

W"HATEVER your goal, there's a
wealthof opportunity at Allis-

Chalmers. For its breadth of opera ..
tion is unmatched in industry.

Gas turbines, betatrons, induc-
tion heaters-more than ICOO inge-
nious products have made A:C an
integral part of every basic industry.

. Pick any field-electrical, hy-
draulic, mining, mechanical. Pick
any type of worlc~rescarch, design,
production, sales.. You'll find them
all at A-C ... offering .a real proving-
ground for your talentsand training
-a real chance for success. .

~rite .for Book No'., 608~,~
outlinin's A-C's Graduate

Training Course.

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.,
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin



., PO.L YMERS ing small, porous lumps of very vis- processes the polymer changes from

(C
ti d f 10) cous 'material. This in turn is passed thermoplastic to thermosetting, i.e.,

on in ue rom page . . k h h . h . 1 '11Into a soap conversion tan were t e upon heating, t e materia WI not
the unreacted styrene is removed un- soap is converted into a fatty acid become soft or fluid again, and may
der vacuum using steam to effect dis- and removed from the polymer. Af- take on the appearance and nonre-
tillation. The distillate is passed ter passing over a vacuum filter, silient properties of the Bakelite type
through a condenser, liquified and where any remaining water is re- of plastic.
passed into a decantor to separate moved, the synthetic rubber may be This phase of rubber chemistry will
the water from the styrene, which is shredde.d or she~ted out and baled, be taken up in a later article.
then returned to storage and also re- depending on which the customer de- h" f heti. I d '. T e VItal Importance 0 synt etic
circu ate . SIres. rubber to the United States is illus-

The copolymer and remaining wa- Vulcanization trated very well by the tremendous
ter is pumped into the latex blending I 1 h heti bb program instituted by the govern-

k d .. d ;- dd d n genera t e syn t etic ru ers, d" d fi dtan s an an antioxi ant IS a e to 11 1 bb bl ment an private In ustry to ' n. as we as natura ru er are capa e
prevent oxygen cross-linkage from oc- fl' . b 'f new and better processes for the mak-

. . 0 vu caruzation y means 0 cross- . .
currmg, The blending tank serves to l' k b f If b d lIng of synthetIc rubbers and the nee-
1.. h " hi h In age y means 0 su ur on s. t '1 "1 'e rmmate tr ~ variations w IC occur ' b 'I' d h ' hi" essary raw materia s simi ar to It., , , . IS e Iev,e t at In t e vu canization

In the semi-batch polvmerizing proc- h d bl b d lit Although natural rubber is still, process t e ou e on s sp 1 open,
ess and YIelds a more homogeneous d th t If t . I ' preferred for many uses syntheticroduct 'an a su ur a oms, SIng y or In , .'
p . strings, attach themselves from one rub?er .has come IntC? Its o,:n as a

The blended material is then chain to another, thus slowly chang- major Industry and has e~tIrely re-
pumped into a creaming tank where ing the molecular structure frorn placed natural rubber In many
brine is added, causing the minute linear to planar or even three-dimen- applications.
particles of copolymer to flocculate sional. When the above process oc- The old trading life Iine to the Far
and form larger size particles. ~ The curs with oxygen rather than with East is being replaced by a new life
material 'is then passed into an acid sulfur, the compound is said to be line .... from the research labora-
kettle where coagulation occurs yield- deteriorating due to aging. In these tory to the production line.

THE AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC RESIDENCE ELEVATOR
'()n~rtJf~s From Liaht Circuit •.•

The'. Homel.lf'T is designed by experts who have been building

commercial passenger elevators for years. Safe-dependable.

Moderate price. Easily installed 'in new or old homes.

Costs less to operate than a radio. Extensively used throughout

the nation.

SHEPARD COMMERCIAL ELEVATORS
Shepard also -:designs end builds commercial elevators carrying thousands of passengers

and tons of freight daily' in office buildings. apartment buildings. hospitals. hotels and

factories. Write for full details. ' .

'TH'E',SHEPARD ELEVATOR CO. Colerain Ave. ,CINCINNA'TI

EASY TO
OPERATE

Press buHon, you are

upstairs or down with.
out effort, Simple-
safe - depende ble, It
operates from lighting
circuit for less' than a
cent a day,

24



1HeSALESMA~NW+tOCARRIED ~AGLASS PIPE!

~~TOOK AT 'THIS, Mr. Irvin!" said Joe so there's no danger of spoiling the taste!" Double Boiler, made of the, first glass ever
L the salesman as' he whisked a short Glass pipe to guard the purity and quality specially developed to stand the extra shock
length of gJass pipe out of his briefcase. of your product is only one of 37,000 things of top-of-stove cooking.

ee This is one reason why our food prod- we make at Corning Glass Works. In nearly a hundred years we've found
ucts are pure and clean. Right up to final We, make the glass bowls for five best- ways to make 50,000 different kinds of
inspection, they flow through Pyrex glass selling coffee makers. We know the answers glass'. Some of them may someday help you
piping. We can see them all the time! to a lot of questions about television because improve production or cut costs. Others

~~Wecan keep the pipes clean easily with- Corning has been making the glass parts may suggest ways to make your product
out taking them down. And when they're for television from the start. And if you more desirable or useful to the people who
clean, we can see they're clean. And what's sold housewares, we could help you attract buy it. Remember us when that day comes.
more, food and fruit acids don't attack glass, new customers with our Pyrex Flameware Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.

•• .,' , I 1 · 1 • " I '. "I I DORNI N G
--means-
Research in Glass
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SLIPSTI CKS to be satisfactory. However, when in teresting, are slightly garbled and
. . use it seemed to disappear very rap- somewhat incomprehensible as yet.

(Uontinued from page 11)' ., .. b .• f· d"'. •• fidly. This, of course, would bea That, In rier, Isa . escrIptIono
The S.T.U.P.E.S. found a very eco- serious disadvantage in commercial the latest development in engineering

nomical iand plentiful power supply. rules. Therefore, water was decided aids. Although production is limited
E~,ch slide rule unit ~o~es .comple,te upon 'as the next best coolant. It at present, due to the steel sh?rt:age,
with an E.E. co-op. HISJob IS to turn doesn't disappear as rapidly as the ~ strikes,and--governmentrestrIctIons,
the crank attached to a shaft that is, other and, moreover, when it is gone, the S.T,D.P.E.S. areende.avoring to..
geared to the pump and fan. E.E. it can easily be replaced. Research have soon a sufficient supply of these;',
cO,-ops 'were finally selected over all on this phase has by no means been wonderful new rules on the market to
others because of the large amount of exhausted. Currently, a group of meet all engineering needs. The im-
static electricity inherent in them. S.T.D.P.E.S. technicians, are testing portant thing to all engineers is that
Such static electricity gives a :little their most recent theories at "The at last a slide rule has been developed
extra surge. of power at times when Spot," a sub-contracted laboratory. that can keep pace .with .the modern
most needed! Their findings, although highly in- engineer and his ideal!

The fan requires one-half M.E.-
power for its .operation, while the
pump needs a maximum of two M.E.- ..
power for .thc four-quart-per-hour

,~.'size,""an:d,three'J\1 .Er-power -f or'?the'
six-quart-per-hour size. One-' M.E.-
power is the .amount of work doneby 0
one M,E. co-op in an eight-week THE J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY C •
period. 'The S.T.D.P.E.S. laboratory
attempted to measure the, amo~~t of HIGH GRADE DAIRY PRODUCTS
work done by an M.E. co-op In one
day, but the results were so small
that, instead, the eight-week period
was used for the unit of time. PHONES: AVON 3116 CINCINNATI. OHIO

Several types of liquid were tried ~ AVON '6480 2519 VINE STREET

for coolants in this rule. One type,
purchased by the keg or barrel, proved

I No Minimum BalaneeIJ SaLute ... ! ~heeking Aeeounts
In order to assist the depositors of this

to M,..r.. e..0..-o.p En.gineer .1 B.a..n,k who iss.ue ..a.,, fe.w.C.h~C. k.seach m<;>nth,
.!_ .' we, are prepared to furnish them With a

from'Mr. Printer book of twenty (20) checks at a cost of
$1.50.

I Depositors using these checks will not be
PRINTING - and what doesn t - re- subject to any further service charge for
quires engineering in so many ways the issuance of checks.
thatbooks,couldbe ..wdtten .about,it. This will eliminate a service charge on
It is a particular pleasure to produce balances under $100.00.

am ..agazine for future graduates that A k F Ch k ·~'·B··k , "
.. · · d t s or a ec 00.are certain to Improve In us rYe '

THE

S. ROSENTHAL & CO., INC. WESTERN£:~~~ TRUST

22 E. TwelfthStJ ~CH 0710 CLIFTON HEIGHTS OFFICE:

DAY AND NIGHT Clifton Avenue and McMillan Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

"Printing in Cincinnati Since 1868" Member: Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

f..
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lOB
GUARANTEE?

A college degree is the best job guarantee we know-
and the best start toward a successful business career. You can
be proud of your diploma, the education it stands for and
what that education is going to mean to you.

Much of that education undoubtedly came from textbooks
published by McGraw-Hill. They have helped you to under-
stand the problems of the classroom. When you get into busi-
ness, you should add the McGraw-Hill magazine devoted to
your field to the McGraw-Hill books you will continue to use.
It is the best way we know to help you keep abreast of the news
and the new developments and methods you will need to know
to get ahead.

In whatever branch of engineering you plan to enter-civil
or chemical, mining or metallurgical- there are authoritative
McGraw-Hill books. And wiien you're finally on that payroll,
read the McGraw-Hill magazine devoted to your industry. Like
your diploma, it can help you turn a job into a successful career.

McGRAW-HILL
PUBLICATIONS

HEADQUARTERS FOR BUSINESS INFORMATION

330 WEST 42nd STREET • NEW YORK 18, NEW YORK
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No. 2 VERTICAL
MILLING
MACHIN"E

LIGHT TYPE
The Brown & Sharpe

Light Type design provides
a light sen si tive milling
machine ·thafpe'rIiiits--~ase
and rapidity- ef-handling-s-
yet insures the high degree
of accuracy necessary of a
milling machine for tool-
room or general purpose
work. Smooth working con-
troIs and mechanisms give
faster operation with less On the job shown above the work
effort and fatigue. Conven- is quickly positioned for cutting
ient c~ntr~l gro~ping and several adjacent surfaces. .
the SWlvelhng spindle head
give the machine outstanding efficiency for both set-up and
operation ..Brown & Sharpe.Mfg, Co., Providence 1, R.I., U.S.A.

BROWN & SHARPE ~

WIRE

CABLE

CONDUIT

"'RACEWAYS

National Electric
Products Corporation

Pittsburh 30;Pa.

SILIC;ONES alkylchlorosilane, the water film will inhibitors in petroleum products. The
(Continued from page 13) hydrolyze the chlorine from the mole- more viscous of the liquids may be

cule, leaving the molecules bonded to used as year-round lubricants. As
tions. When used as insulation, they the surface. Therefore, instead of be- high temperature lubricants, the sili-
are not as brittle as inorganic insula- ing wetted by water, the surface now cones are not only thermally stable,
tion, and they are not as susceptible has a protective film of hydrocarbons but should they bre.ak down at high
to deterioration at high temperature covering it and water will condense temperatures, the residue will not be
as are the ordinary organic insula- in droplets instead of forming a con- the tarry gum associated with petro-
tions. In addition, if there is a spark tinuous film, thereby decreasing the leum residues.
across the resistance, the residue is a surface conductivity. Other applications are lubricants
nonconductor, instead of the con- The reader will be interested in for glass, rubber and plastics, and as
ducting carbon which is formed from some of the uses of the silicones. They stopcock grease. Varnishes in which
a similar breakdown of a carbon plas- may be used as damping fluids, or as silicones are incorporated may be
tic. The silicone resins will duplicate hydraulic fluids, in applications where used as insulation on wires in elec-
a.lmost any organic resin in prop.er- a wide variation of operating tem- trical equipment. This coating will
ties by the methods of preparation peratures would cause an ordinary permit a higher operation tempera-
and admixture of various reagents in fluid to vary so much in viscosity that ture, which in turn permits a more
the first stages of manufacture. it would be almost useless. A related compact and lighter design for the

One of the simplest applications of use for silicone fluids would be as in- equipment.
a silicone pro.duct is. the protection of strument.liqu~ds in instruments which The "clown" of the silicone family
a surface against being wetted by- wa- operate In WIde temperature ranges. . th ·1' "b . tt "

Al 11- -f - h dUd Iicuid di 1 . h '1' IS e Sl icono ouncmg pu y, ater. most a sur aces ave an a - se as a IqUI Ie ectric, t e SIl- b hi h b ld d .. .. su stance w IC may e mo e Justherent layer of water present, and cones have a high dielectric strength, "
this is objectionable if the surface is and this property will not be affected as. putty IS mold~d, but when dr?pped
being used as a dielectric, since the much by temperature, nor by picking will bounce as If rubber. Or, If you
water film increases the conductivity up moisture since the silicones are wa- prefer, you can hit it with a hammer
of the surface to an appreciable ex- ter repellent. and watch this putty break, as if glass,
tent. If the surface is exposed to an Some of the liquids also act as foam into a thousand pieces.
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Why fabrics get better all the time
===':'. -

31 CHEMICALS helped make that shirt! and for marty another tool-part «: And even such new and
And those chemicals -plus many others - bring you better materials as synthetic sapphire. for the thousands of

brand-new fabrics of finest quality, They create new color thread guides on huge textile machines.
effects and_radiant "combination" tones and patterns in Producing these better materials and many others-sjor
modernclothing . ~. rugs '~... draperies ... blankets. These the use of sciencc.qrul industry and the benefit of mankind
better fabrics are made possible by better materials. -is the work ofihe people of UNION CARBIDE.

Chemically made fibers, for example, that challenge FREE: You are invited to send for the "illustrated booklet, "Products
nature's best in wear and appearance. Better chemicals, too, and Processes," which describes the ways in which industry uses
in wetting agents ... shrink-proofing treatments ... solvents VCC's Alloys, Carbons, Chemicals, Gases and Plastics.

for dyes e • •• and other "musts" that are a part of modern

textile manufacturing. U . C"'
Also in the picture are stainless steels for dyeing vats . .N I ON . ARB IDE

that are easy to clean and resistant to corrosive acids and AlV-D CARBON COR..POR.A.-TIOlV
. alkalies. Plastics for bobbins, pins, levers, control handles 30 EAST 42ND STREET" m .-NEW YORK 17,N. Y.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Products ~~ivisions and ~nhs include~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LINDE OXYGEN • PREST-O-LITE ACETYLENE • PYROFAX GAS • BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, AND VINYLlTE PLASTICS

NATIONAL' CARBONS • EVEREADY FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES • ACHESON ELECTRODES

PRESTONE AND TREK ANTI-FREEZES • ELECTROMET ALLOYS AND METALS • HAYNES STELLITE ALLOYS • SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS
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ALUMNI
:(Contznued from page 18)

The former editor of the COOPERA..;
TIVE ENGINEER is still editing·, now
he writes the two internal house or-
,ga~s of the.' Cincinnati ,'Milling Ma-
chine .Co. T,hey are a .month ly
magazine and .a weekly eight-page
newspaper. In addition to these regu-
lar duties he also handles all em-
ployee activities, athletics, etc. and is
i~ charge of' the Company recrea-
tional areas. His engineering training
stands him in good stead in two re- R be L ." , '. '
spects ; first,he feels that the mental 0 ertyman, E.E.,'48 .
training has helped him to take. even Activities: Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta

__ a job that is unfamiliar arid work it Pi; kI.E.E., arid W8YX
. out logically and effectively. Second, Operators Club.

AlexStolley, M. K; '48 ~he monthly magazine has been carry- Lyrp.a.n is working at the Good-
Activities: Pershing Rifles, Sigma mg oc~asional a~ticles of a technical,yea~ AIrcraft 9orporati~n, A~r()nj

Chi, Y.M.CA, Varsity nature, a? engmeer,. of course, is OhI.o,as a,semor dra~tsman m t~e
Vanities, N ·R',·, bette.r equipped to. write that type of equipment ..gr,oup of Iighter-than-air

s, EWS EeoRD),' . h " d ,." .
Student Handbook, A.S.- story t an a layman. esign section,

M.E., COOPERATIVEEN- _
GINEER (Editor), O.D.K., - (Since the Alumni column has been
QutstandingSeniot En- shown by survey to be one of the
gineer of 1948 Award ~ostrea~ columns in the Coopero-
given by Engineering tive ~nglneer, future issues will
Tribunal. contain more news of the activities

of the 1948, graduates.)

•.. i.YOURlatare pictare!
~ .

Underlying great construction projects, "out of sight
and out of mind," lay the sanitary sewerage and drain-
age systems that are the foundations upon which the
health and, progress of modern civilization are built.
Engineers know they can depend upon modern
Vitrified Clay Pipe to withstand trench loads unknown
a few years. back, to withstand abrasion, resist corrosion
and NEVER WEAR OUT!
If, sewerage and drainage planning, is in -your "future
picture", Jill in the coupon. Clay Sewer Pipe Associa-
tion, Inc., will send you FREE the only official Clay
Pipe Engineering Manual available. It- contains Clay .
Pipe application data to help you get, the right start
with the right materials on your engineering career.

CLAY SEWER PIPE ASSOC,ATION, INC. '
1105'Huntington Bank Building' •••••••
Columbus 15, Ohio __ ." ••. ." -

.-""'".•--"..-.-fIII'.•.-Name _

Address, _

City Zone __ ' _State, _

I certify that the above is a senior student in engineering studies
leading to a career in engineering involving sewerage and
drainage design.

Signature of DeanL- __ ~_--------------
CS-948-8
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Partially visible at far left is a new
2,OOO,OOO-voltX-ray mach ine at
B&W for making certain that welded
seams in pressure vessels for large
boilers" refineries, and chemical proc~,.,
esses meet industry code specifica-
tions. It is the largest X-ray ever built
for this important purpose - eight
times as powerful as the average hos-
pital X-ray.

Long yearsof this kind of engineer-
ing foresight and initiative has linked
the B&W name with numerous other
significant pioneering advances in
many fields of industrial activity.

Yet for all its 80 years, B&W has
never lost the art of having new ideas
-a good reason why technical gradu-
ates can look to B&W for excellent
career opportunities in research, engi-
neering, production, sales and other
vocations.

N·45

The NEW LOOK - B& W Style

~ '

BABCOCK & WILCOX
THE BABCOCK & WILCOX CO.

85 Liberty Street, New York 6, N. Y.

/!{IIf1}/!{AHtlJg@1!IlJ
Dust Control Systems

A typical Kirk & Blum Dust Control INSTALLATION

Specialists in the design, manufecture and installa-
tion of Dust Control Systems and Industrial Ovens;
Plating and Pickling Tanks. Baskets and Acid-Fume
Removal Systems; contract manufacturers in All
Sheet Metals and Light Structurals.

THE KIRK & BLUM MFG. CO.
2891 SPR,ING GROVE AVENUE. CINCINNATI 25. a,HIO
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I "BEST IN THE MARKET TODAY"

says West Coast Manufa,cturer!

This appraisal of Lodge & Shipley Acme Turret Lathes
(illustrated) by Triton Engineering of Ca'Homia is typical
of praise offered by owners of Lodge & Shipley Engine.
Tool Room. Oil Country. Manufactur-ing. Gap and·
Duomatic (Automatic) lathes.

THE I:dCjesShiplelJ
COMPANY

MAC H I NET 0 0, l 0 I V I S ION • 3 0 5 5 COL ERA , N

SPECIAL PRoo'liCTS DIVISION • 80'0 EVANS ST.

Cl,NCINNATl 25, OHIO



CAMBRIDGE
electron-ray
RESEARCH
pH METER
.R.AN.GE.-ANDA.CCURACY: Sensitivity .005 pH; readings
reproducible to .01 pH; accuracy .02 pH. Range 0 to 14 pH; 0
to 1200 M. V. ELECTRON-RAY NULL INDICATOR: Replac-
ing the usual galvanometer, the electric eye provides quick and
accurate null-point indication without possible damage to a deli-
cate galvanometer. NO BATTERY NUISANCE: All-electric;
plugs into any 110-volt AC Outlet. ELECTRODE SYSTEM:
Sturdy glass electrode of condenser type is supplied. Micro or
other glass electrode can also be furnished. COMPACT AND
PORTABLE. Laboratory and Industrial Models also available.
Send for Bulletin 9!O MA.

LINDEMANN
ELECTROMETER
This instrument is extensively used
for the determination of radio active
emission. Has high sensitivity, good
stability and does not require levelling.

Send for descriptive literature
37i"x2%"xl%"
Weight 3% oz.

CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENT CO., INC.
Pioneer Manufacturers of Precision Instruments

3756 Grand Central Terminal, New York 17, N. Y.J

S~ frvt QLUtMA'1

- 11.1111111'

~HIGGinS leN#) co., tNC.
271 ~INTH ST., BROOKLYrN 15, rN. Y.,U.S.A.

REPORTS from previously mentioned groups, Specifically, Quality Control Re-
(Continued from page 22) but rather the report gives an over-all ports can make it possible for the

should be pointed out, but without picture of operating efficiency and factory engineers to ask for assistance
comment. For example, a statement quality level. Top executive approval .when trouble-is brewing, and not after
that 3% of the instruments manufac- and cooperation is necessary for a re- it has occurred, and for the Engineer-
tured had loose parts needs little if port of this kind. The report may be ing Division to give intelligent assist-
any interpretation; or the "percent quite long and have a preface show- ance with the assurance that it has
defective" of a production line sud- ing formal title, persons responsible significant data on past performance
denly shows a rise. These facts alone for issuing reports, a reference to di- and can, therefore, determine when
usually bring action. visional personnel who collected data, control has been re-established.

Regularity of reports is the fifth and circulation list. It should also
principle. This, 'of course, is essential show the source of material, and date, ACTIVITIES
in maintaining control charts, since and have a summary sheet giving a (C ti d f P 20).. f h . k' ,. d' I di on inue rom agecontmuity 0 t e charts is necessary qUIC resume, rmme late y prece Ing
for complete control of the process. the text. In addition to the text, the Sophomore Rep.~Edward Schon
In addition, there is a definite psycho- report may contain graphs, control (Sec. 1), Robert Thiele (Sec. 2).
logical advantage if reports are pre- charts, and histograms, all of which Highlights of the outdoor brew-
pared at regular intervals and are should be clearly marked and accom- parties which the Chemicals held
kept in files for reference, rather than panied by statements or descriptions. over the summer were the baseball
being prepared on special request. It gives top management an idea of games between the faculty and the
Data which have been gathered and the quality of the product that the students. At both parties the faculty
filed as regular reports show that the customers are receiving. came out the winners. I wonder
data were not collected merely to why? .....
prove a point, and that control is be- Conclusion The Little Brown Jug a ocial
ing exercised. . . . ' s

Regular circulation of reports has, trophy, was won this year by that
Custol11erQuality Reports above all, the advantage' of keeping hardy group of men, the seniors.

Reports t.o top Management rnight o~~rating man~ge:nent aware of ~on- Translated,. this mea~s that there a:e
be classified as "Customer Quality ditions and quality levels. It IS a more boys In the senior class than In
Reports" and are more formal and "must" for management that has to any other class, who can drink more
issued perhaps monthly. No imrne- maintain a high level of quality to. and longer of that ever welcome re-
diate action 'or response" is expected-as meet- stiff competition. freshment of body and soul-beer.
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You can see ·
split-second action

••• with photography

Zip! Fifty-two cards cascade from hand to hand.
Yet fast as they flash by, photography is faster
still-giving you this picture of what happens in
half a tick of time.

It's having speed like this-and speed to spare-
that enables photography to accomplish the near-
incredible for industry and business.

Ultra-speed photography, in the realm of industrial
research, can show you the behavior of a plane's
wingtip, for example, at supersonic speed.
Or picture the action of a spark or shock wave
at the rate of I O-million times a second!

Recordak microfilming, in the realm of business,
can bring unheard-of-speed to document recording;
photographing 60 letters or more a minute.

And this gives only an inkling of how yo
can use photography to great advantage
because of its speed. For a more complete
idea of its workaday applications, write fo
"Functional Photography." It's free.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

Advancing business and
industrial technics •••
o

Functional
Photography

lI{@cdl@l~



General Electric is not one business, but an organization
of many businesses, offering opportunities in virtually
all the professions. Here three G-E men brief the career-
possibilities whichthe co~pany offers to the mechanisms
expert, the vacuum-tube specialist, and the engineer.

MECHANISMS EXPERT
John Payne (Cornell), who developed the mechanical hands
for atomic research: Radioactive isotopes create problems
to delight the heart andfire the imagination of any mechani-
calor electrical engineer who has a bent toward mecha-
nisms. Developing pile "service" mechanisms and manipu-
lating devices like the remote-control hands is tied in with
a lot of existing techniques, but the special conditions offer
a real challenge-and a real opportunity-to -the engineer.
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VAC UUM- TUBcE .·SPEC IA L IS T
Dr. Albert W. Hull (Yale), assistant director of the Research
Laboratory: The use of vacuum tubes for controlling indus-
trial processes is only beginning. A new tube with a
"rlispenser cathode," for example, can take signals {rom
"electrical' brain~s" and apply them to apparatus of any de-
sired size ... Also, a new thyratron gives mastery over high-
voltage currents as high as 40 amps at 70,000 volts. Such
developments will foster the use of vacuum tubes as engi-
neering tools and electronic servants. :

STUDENT ENGINEER
Bob Charlton (Texas), graduate of the G-E Advance~

· Engineering Program: I have just completed three years oJ
intensive engineering study on a level with the best graduati
schools. Besides my experience "on the job," I've studief
20 hours at home each week. The first-, second-, and thir~
year courses are tough and realistic-the problems actuall~

.. come from engineering divisions. I don't know of a bettei
way to get a thorough technical background for an engi-
neering career in industry.
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